Course: Introduction to English for Children

Topic: Action Song
“The Pinocchio”

Language focus:

Actions (In/out, turn around, shout!);
Parts of the body (Arms, legs, chin); Right and left.

Lyrics and Actions:

(Make a big circle.)
Everybody in. (Move forward.) Everybody out. (Move back.)
Everybody turn around. (Turn around.) Everybody shout. Hey! (Jump up and shout "Hey!")
Everybody ready. Here we go. (Put your hands on your hips and sway side to side.)
Let's do the Pinocchio. (Make a Pinocchio nose by putting two fists in front of your nose, and then make it "grow" by moving one hand forward.)
Right arm! (Hold up your right arm as if it were a puppet's arm.)

(Keep your right arm up as you dance in and out.)
Everybody in. Everybody out.
Everybody turn around. Everybody shout. Hey!
Everybody ready. Here we go.
Let's do the Pinocchio.
Right arm! (Hold up your right arm.)
Left arm! (Hold up your left arm.)

(Keep your right and left arm up as you dance in and out.)
Everybody in. Everybody out.
Everybody turn around. Everybody shout. Hey!
Everybody ready. Here we go.
Let's do the Pinocchio.
Right arm! (Hold up your right arm.)
Left arm! (Hold up your left arm.)
Right leg! (Hold up your right leg.)

(Keep your right and left arm up and kick your right leg as you dance in and out.)
Everybody in. Everybody out.
Everybody turn around. Everybody shout. Hey!
Everybody ready. Here we go.
Let's do the Pinocchio.
Right arm! (Hold up your right arm.)
Left arm! (Hold up your left arm.)
Right leg! (Kick your right leg.)
Left leg! (Kick your left leg.)

(Keep your right and left arm up and kick your right leg and left leg as you dance in and out.)
Everybody in. Everybody out.
Everybody turn around. Everybody shout. Hey!
Everybody ready. Here we go.
Let's do the Pinocchio.
Right arm! (Hold up your right arm.)
Left arm! (Hold up your left arm.)
Right leg! (Kick your right leg.)
Left leg! (Kick your left leg.)
Chin up! (Nod your head up and down.)

(Keep your right and left arm up and kick your right leg and left leg as you dance in and out.)
Everybody in. Everybody out.
Everybody turn around. Everybody shout. Hey!
Everybody ready. Here we go.
Let's do the Pinocchio.
Right arm! (Hold up your right arm.)
Left arm! (Hold up your left arm.)
Right leg! (Kick your right leg.)
Left leg! (Kick your left leg.)
Chin up! (Nod your head up and down.)
Turn around! (Spin.)

(Keep your right and left arm up and kick your right leg and left leg as you dance in and out.)
Everybody in. Everybody out.
Everybody turn around. Everybody shout. Hey!
Everybody ready. Here we go.
Let's do the Pinocchio.
Right arm! (Hold up your right arm.)
Left arm! (Hold up your left arm.)
Right leg! (Kick your right leg.)
Left leg! (Kick your left leg.)
Chin up! (Nod your head up and down.)
Turn around! (Spin.)
Sit down! (Sit down.)
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